PLACING AN ADVERTISEMENT
Page

Thank you for advertising in the Grapevine—you help us
cover the cost of producing and delivering this free community newsletter each month.

Community
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The deadline for each issue is the 15th of the month.

Sarau Festival
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Please
email
your
print-ready
ad
to—
umograpevine@hotmail.com or provide paper based, printready copy to the Upper Moutere Store.
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Gardening
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Health & Wellbeing
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The following prices apply for advertising:
∞ Births, marriages, deaths and giveaway notices: free
∞ Business card size advertisement: $12
∞ 1/4 page advertisement: $25

29 January 2017
Sarau Festival - pg 4
12 February 2017
Dovedale Fair - pg 3
23 February 2017
Live music @ Moutere Inn
- page 7
25 February 2017
Fine dining @ Moutere Inn
- page 7

∞ 1/2 page advertisement: $50
∞ Full page advertisement: $95 (if space available).

Whole Barley 25 kg bags $19 per
bag including GST.
Barley crushed 25 kg bags $22
per bag including GST

Please deposit payment (and identify it with your name) to
our account: NBS 03 1354 0229034 16.
Sending us editorial items
We warmly welcome editorial contributions to the Grapevine
from all residents in the Moutere and Tasman regions. You
make the newsletter an interesting read!

Phone 021 454 731 or

There is no cost to having your articles published but if you
are telling the community about a commercial or fundraising
venture, we do appreciate a small donation to help us cover
our costs—see above for bank details.

03 526 7004

Archived coloured copies of the Grapevine are available
at www.mouterehills.org.nz\community\the-grapevine
courtesy of the Moutere Hills Community Centre Staff.
Grapevine circulation is 1300 copies. This issue has been
constructed by volunteers: Miriam Lynch, Tanya Doty, Beverley Sellers, Sharon Beuke, Avril Stephens and Heather Eggers.
Views expressed are not necessarily those of the voluntary editors and no responsibility is taken!
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Upper Moutere Volunteer Fire Brigade

DOVEDALE COUNTRY AFFAIR.

Call Outs

Sunday 12th February 11-4pm

Call outs from 16th November - 10th January.

All interested stallholders please ring Ann
Win 5433832 or email:

16.12.16 - House fire, Rowling Heights Kaiteriteri

evanannwin@ruralinzone.net for

16.12.16 - House fire, Hursthouse St Lower Moutere

an application form.

22.12.16 - Alarm activation, Kahurangi Estate
23.12.16 - House fire, Red Mill Rd, Galeo Estate

Sites $25.00. We have enough food stalls so

24.12.16 - Motorbike vs car, Wilson Rd/Moutere Highway

do not require anymore of those.

10.1.17 - Alarm activation, Mapua school

The Social Group

Awesome local family
urgently require 3
bedroom home to rent
in the wider Moutere
Tasman area. Please contact Clare on
0211464971 if you can help.

Meets at the Sunday School Hall (Upper Moutere
Lutheran Church) on Thursday afternoons at
1.30pm each fortnight.
Join in games and cards. Enjoy our afternoon of fun
and fellowship. All welcome.
Contact Brian or Lois Eggers ph 5432 871.
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VOLUNTEERS WANTED!

Sarau Festival Competitions return!

Your local community Sarau Festival needs you!
If you can spare a couple of hours – fantastic!
Join the team:


Setting up the Festival (Saturday 28th
from 9.30 am)



Breaking down the Festival (Monday 30
Jan from 9.30 am)

Please arrive with hammers, mallets, ladders, a
contribution to morning tea. Jobs for the
strong and not so strong, young and not so
young. We are very grateful to the wonderful
groups and amazing volunteers who work for the
months leading up to the Sarau Festival, but,
every year we need new faces and new energy.
If you would like to help on Festival day (29
January) please email jenny@saraufestival.co.nz
in advance or leave a message on 03 9700715 /
021 231 3947 with your contact details and
availability. If you are unable to help out – no

This is the 10th anniversary year of this popular summer
Festival and this year, as in previous years, the organisers
are running the Barkers Cooking Challenge and the
Photographic competition.
Both competitions have free entry and are intended to
ensure that Festival goers feel as if they are part of the
event.
For the photographic competition there are a number of
categories and all entries are displayed at the Sarau
Festival. Entries must reach the Moutere Hills
Community Centre or the Motueka i-site by the end of
Wednesday 25 January to ensure they are judged. If they
arrive later they will still be displayed but not judged.
The ever popular Barkers Blackcurrant Cooking Challenge
also has a number of categories, and festival goers are
asked to bring their blackcurrant creations along with
them on the day – make sure they arrive by 4pm!
All details of these competitions can be found on the Sarau
Festival website – all a bit of fun – do get involved!

matter, the best thing of all is to come along
and join us at Sarau. All funds raised return to
your community.
Have wonderful, relaxed fun and feel proud of
this area you live in!
The Sarau Team
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PLANT AND PRODUCE STALL
Photo from recent tournament (kiwis versus the rest of the world)

8 Sunrise Valley Road, Upper Moutere
Jams, Jellies, Chutneys made from organic fruit using less sugar.
SMALL JARS

$3

MEDIUM JARS

$4

Vegetable seedlings

$2

Handmade crafts
Plants- Herbs-Flowers
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$2
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MOUTERE COMMUNITY YOUTH
2017
We welcome in the new year and hope to have
HEAPS of fun at youth throughout the year!
Senior youth (yr 9-13, $2)
3rd February Sports night at MHCC, 6:30pm
Junior youth (yr 5-7) & Intermediate youth (yr 79)
10th February for Rabbit Island BBQ pick up &
drop off and UMO church hall 3:30-7pm
Check out your school's newsletters for more
programs. Let us know if you'd like texts/
emails.
Billy 021 027 28825/Tessa 022 101 2276
moutereyouth@gmail.com
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Hello animal lovers.
A happy new year to you all and your feathered, finned or
furry companions. When one is an animal lover friends
and family tend to favour gifts with an animal theme and so
it was at Christmas when I received from a distant relative a
book with an unpromising title of “Church Cats”. However
when I started reading the said volume I found to my
surprise and delight a particularly arresting read from a very
witty author. My decision was therefore that this year
instead of my animal behaviour advice I would regale my
readers with some of the exploits of my diverse bunch of
animal friends in the hopes that they may be able to be
related to by others who have observed similar behaviour in
their animal companions.
I will start with Holly my pinto mare. Most people will tell
you that a mare is the hardest horse to relate to compared
with a stallion or a gelding. Mares by their very nature are
often moody, stubborn and opinionated. They are
(surprising to most) the bosses of the paddock. It is the
alpha mare that makes the decisions for the group,
disciplines others if necessary and leads them. I got Holly
as an untouched three year old and she was an alpha mare
which meant she would not be told anything as she relied
on her own judgement. If pressed she would be (and still
can) be stubborn and no amount of force would make her
do anything she decided not to do. This made training very
interesting. Holly has taught me the only way was to ask
her and if she felt it was a fair and reasonable request she
would do what was asked whether it was ground handling
or riding. Over the years Holly has mellowed and we now
have a wonderful partnership but it was only in the last year
she started nickering when she saw me. She is still the boss
of the paddock and her quiet authority is always received by
the other horses as evoking confidence. They will follow
her anywhere. Holly has accepted me as part of the herd
but on an equal basis which is a huge compliment however
every now and again she tests me just to keep me on my
toes. However we totally understand each other and are
the best of friends. Even though I have been around horses
my whole life I have learned much from her.
If you are willing to be patient and listen animals will teach
you how to communicate with them, it is very rewarding.
I am as always happy to help with any animal behaviour or
communication issue.
Sue Mott
Animal behaviourist
039700952

EDENS HORSE HOTEL
Animal Rehabilitation Centre


Contact C.A.R.E (pain & injury release)
(advanced practitioner, horse & rider
specialist).



Eden's 100% natural proven herbals (sales).



Riding lesson (over 30 years experience).



Equine agistment (short or long term)(peace of
mind while you are on holiday).



Horse grazing (two arenas, amazing rides).

Rosedale Road, 20min out of Nelson
Visit: www.edens.co.nz
Ph: 027 358 1541
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GROOVY PAWS DOG GROOMING
My name is Caroline Lusty and I am a fully trained dog
groomer, and studied at The Auckland School of
Grooming.
I live in Mahana with my menagerie of animals including
Bella my Labrador and Maggie my Spoodle. I have a
purpose-built modern grooming room and I provide a
friendly relaxed and calm environment for your dogs.
Every dog is treated as an individual and styled depending
on the condition of the dog, any health issues and the
wishes of the owner. I really enjoy meeting all the lovely
dogs and grooming them, and I take great pride in my
work. I believe in humanity not vanity and the welfare of
the dogs is my first priority.
I have quality equipment and use a state of the art
hydrobath which gives the dog a warm and enjoyable wash
and massage. I only use five star products with eco-friendly
natural shampoos and conditioners giving your dog a fresh
clean fragrance and, of course, these products are totally
safe for their skin.
A full groom consists of: ears cleaned and plucked if
necessary, sanitary areas clipped, pads of feet cleared of fur,
nails trimmed, a warm hydrobath, wash, blow-dry and
brush, and styled to the owners’ wishes. Whether you want
a full groom, just a wash and tidy, or a
nail trim just give me a call.
Caroline Lusty
Contact Details
Ph: 03 543 2277 or 0275201285
email: caro.lusty@xtra.co.nz

Mobile Diesel Repairs Trucks,
Tractors Earthmoving & General
Engineering
Seven days per week.
Locally based mobile
diesel mechanic.

Steve Jones Mechanical
027 552 3377
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Facial Eczema –What will 2017 season bring?
Face-Guard, a zinc bolus only available through the
clinic is used to manage facial eczema. Two sizes are
available for cattle, 90 – 250 kg or 251 – 660kg, and
prevent facial eczema for up to 6 weeks or 10 weeks if
a top up dose is given 6 weeks after the first
treatment. Face-Guard boluses for sheep can be used
to treat sheep 25kg and over. A suggested mechanism
for zinc’s activity is through inhibition of copper
absorption from the intestinal tract. Free copper in
the liver is a catalyst for the reaction of sporidesmin
that leads to the formation of liver damaging free
radicals. The efficiency of zinc in preventing facial
eczema could be compromised by supplementation of
copper during the period of risk and this may include
feeding of palm kernel with high copper content.

With this season’s facial eczema still fresh in
everyone’s mind, we must begin preparing for next
season. Last season the strong El Nino led to early
predictions of a low risk of facial eczema but it turned
out instead to be a particularly challenging season for
facial eczema and will be remembered as one of the
worst in recent times. The risk period was
particularly long-running from mid-January to May in
some regions. Spore counts were also notable with
especially high counts of several millions being
reported. The regional extent of cases was especially
widespread with clinical outbreaks recorded beyond
the usual hotspots, including Taranaki, Manawatu and
the West Coast of the South Island.
Some producers were caught off guard by facial
eczema this year. There were reports of significant
losses from facial eczema either through lack of
treatment or treating too late, once clinical signs had
appeared. It takes one bad experience to emphasise
the importance of treating before symptoms of facial
eczema develop and this is key to the successful
prevention of disease. Due to the delay between first
exposure to the toxin sporidesmin and appearance of
clinical signs of facial eczema there is a window of
opportunity for successful treatment. Monitoring
spore counts is an essential tool for predicting an
impending sporidesmin toxin challenge. Accounting
for local weather conditions is also useful as
temperature and humidity play an important role in
encouraging growth of the toxic spore producing
fungus Pithomyces chartarum. Knowledge of farm
topography is helpful: for example north sloping
ground, shelter from wind and shading may
contribute to increased risk of fungal growth as will
presence of dead plant matter at the base of the
pasture sward, particularly after topping, and
accessibility to stock. Be aware that a paddock
recording a low spore count can still be a potential
risk if grazing animals have to feed close to the
ground.

Last year many were surprised by how high the spore
challenge was and for how long it lasted. What the
season proved was that facial eczema doesn’t follow
the rule books so the advice is – talk to us at the clinic
about spore counting and Face-Guard treatment;
prepare for the worst but hope for the best.
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BUILDER AVAILABLE


Renovations, windows and door repairs



Kitchen and bathroom modifications



Tiling and gib stopping, etc.
Phone or text Steve on 021 0839 1206
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Motoring with Mapua Auto Centre
The Importance of Regularly
Changing Engine Oil & Oil Filters
Read why it is important to have your vehicle regularly serviced and how
this can save you $$$ in the long term.

Engine oil becomes contaminated with water vapour; unburned
petrol and blow-by gases from the combustion process.
Fuel enters the oil on cold start up and only ceases when the
engine oil is fully warmed up. This process can take approx. 20
kilometers to achieve.
Other variants which can affect the life of engine oil are driving
style , dusty roads , heavy loads and sustained high speeds.
Contaminated oil destroys the protective lubricating properties
within engine oil. Consequently as the oil within your vehicles
engine becomes contaminated, it thickens. This thickening
dramatically reduces the oils ability to reach the moving parts of
an engine quickly on cold start up. It is at cold start up, when
most engine damage occurs.
The engines within many modern vehicles now have smaller
sump capacities, therefore storing a smaller quantity of oil. This
places more stress on the oil, particularly as the oil approaches
the end of its effective service life.
Added to this, as the oil becomes contaminated, the oil filter
becomes clogged and less efficient, restricting oil distribution
around the engine.
Oil qualities today are far superior to those of the past, with
vehicle manufacturers designing modern day engines specifically
to take SAE10W-30 (low viscosity) oils. Low viscosity oils
reduce friction during the combustion process, they also help
improve fuel consumption and assist to reduce exhaust
emissions.
If a vehicles engine is well maintained and regularly serviced, the
engine can achieve far in excess of 200,000km without
requiring major overhauls.
My calculation using this fact alone, show a saving of over 50%
on possible engine overhaul is achievable when a vehicle is
serviced regularly. (this is based on the servicing costs of a
standard saloon within a 200,000km)
Recommended Servicing (engine oil & filter change) Schedule.
Every 5,000 – 7,000km or 6 months (whichever is the lesser)
for vehicle vehicles which travel less than 20km for the
majority of journeys &/or some diesel vehicles.
Every 10,000km or 12 months (whichever is the lesser) for all
other vehicles, unless stipulated otherwise by a
manufacturer or Mechanical Insurance policy.

We Wish you Happy, Safe Motoring
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FOR SALE
Kowhai Trees
2-3 yrs old,1m tall
$10 each
Ph: 022 4259 355
Cnr Old Coach Road & School Road,
Mahana
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MOUTERE MASSAGE
Sports * Deep Tissue * Injury Repair * Bowen Therapy
*Foot Reflexology
* Pregnancy Massage * Remedial Body Work
Fiona Ramsay
Certified Sport/Remedial Massage Therapist
Ph/Txt 027 452 3906
Monday to Friday 10am - 4pm
Evening 6pm-7pm Wednesday & Thursday
*Gift Vouchers*
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20 Wilson Road, Upper Moutere
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